
Wolfgang Lubitz’s new edition of his *Trotsky Bibliography* is an improved version of a work which was already excellent. Like the first edition, the present volume is devoted to secondary works on Trotsky and Trotskyism, but the total number of entries is now expanded from 3,227 to 5,010, including new publications from 1982 to 1987. Where the first edition provided only an author-title listing, the new volume is completely rearranged under eight new headings and more than a hundred sub-headings, a change which will significantly facilitate research. The bibliography covers all aspects of Trotsky scholarship in twenty-one European languages. Its sources include books, dissertations, journal articles, conference proceedings, bibliographies, and even reviews of major secondary sources on Trotsky. Entries in the main section are supplemented by an author index, an anonymous title index, a source index, a dissertation index, and an index of most recent publications not listed in the main section. This is a thoroughly professional compilation which will be extremely useful to everyone from Trotsky specialists to students preparing undergraduate essays.
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